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Introduction 
 

This document is a user guide for the dashboards as well as a detailed explanation of the fields, filters, and 
parameters used to build each dashboard. 

 

Dashboard Themes - Navigation 

Several dashboards include an academic year timeline filter as shown below. 
 

 

By clicking on a year along the timeline, the dashboard is filtered to only show data from the selected year. In 
the example below, the dashboard is filtered to the 2015-2016 academic year. 

 

 

To change academic years, click on a different circle on the timeline. To clear the year filtering and show all 
academic years in the data, deselect the current selection. 

 

Each dashboard includes an information hover in the top right corner of the dashboard, as shown by the 

 icon. The hover includes high-level details and definitions of the dashboard. To show the information, 
hover the mouse over the icon. 

 

Tooltip menus provide additional context to visuals on a dashboard. To view a tooltip on a visual, hover the 
mouse over a data point in a visual. In the example below, the mouse is hovering on the head count trend line. 
The tooltip provides the year-quarter, head count, and % change from previous quarter. 
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Dashboard User Guide 
 

Instructions on the use and functionality of each dashboard 
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Student Profile 

 

 

 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Quarter”, “Fund Source”, “Veteran”, and “Status”. 

2. In each Summary Tile, the bottom half displays a Sparkline showing the trend of the data shown in the tile over a 
Year-Quarter timeline. 

3. The stacked bar chart showing “Head Count by Gender” has a clickable action that filter what impacts the entire 
dashboard. Unclick the gender bar chart to clear filtering. 
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FTE by Program 

 
 

1. The filter option on this dashboard is “Fund Source”. 

2. The FTE bars for Program Division and Program Department are clickable filters. Select/deselect a bar on each chart 
to filter the subsequent chart by the selection. 
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Race/Ethnicity 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Quarter”, “Fund Source”, “Gender”, and “Show Unknowns”. 

a. The “Show Unknowns” drop down includes or excludes unknown/unreported students from the 
dashboard. 

2. The stacked bar chart under Headcount by Race Group contains a clickable filter/highlight. The bar chart shows 
the breakdown of white, students of color, and the unreported based on filters applied. 

3. Based on drop down filters and the high level stacked bar chart, the trending chart and headcount by race will 
update with relevant data. 
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Enrollment by Fund Source 

 
 

1. The filter option on this dashboard is “Fund Source”. 

2. Select a square in the Fund Source color legend to filter the bar chart below to highlight Enrollment by Fund 
Source in the given year. 

3. Selecting a section of the stacked bar will show the value it is representing. Additionally, selecting a square in the 
color legend will show the value of the section. 
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Completions 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Program Division”, “Program”, and “Award Type”. 

2. The color legend indicates student head count and number of awards in each year. 

3. The same values are represented in the bar-in-bar graph below the rows of tiles. 
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Completions by Program 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Year” and “Award Type”. 

2. Select a Program Division bar to filter the bottom chart to relevant program titles. Deselect to clear the filtering. 
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SAI Points 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Achievement Category” and “Year”. 

2. Select a square in the Achievement Category color legend to highlight SAI points within an Achievement Category 
in the given year (See below). 
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SAI Points Per Student 

 
 

1. The filter option on this dashboard is “Year”. 

2. Select a bar in the SAI Points per Student bar graph to highlight the Countable Students displayed by the line 
graph in the bottom visual. Clicking a dot in the Countable Students line graph will then highlight the bar for the 
given year in the SAI Points per Student bar chart. 
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Course Delivery 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Year” and “Quarter”. 

2. The upper left bar chart can be shown as head count by course modality or FTEs by course modality with the 
toggle options at the top. 

3. Selecting a bar in the Headcount by Course Modality bar graph will filter the rest of the dashboard by Modality 
Type 

4. The same filtering action is available in the Headcount by Age Group bar graph to see Course Delivery in each 
visual displayed on the dashboard 

5. The Donut Charts at the bottom of the dashboard display demographical information and are further explained by 
the color legends below them. 
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Course Performance 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Year” and “Quarter” and “Grade Group”. 

2. Search and filter by a specific course with the search bar in the top right. 

3. The Course Performance bar chart displays how students perform across each class. A percentage of each 
Performance grouping is displayed on each bar, as well as the total number of students enrolled in the class for 
the specified Year and Quarter. The bars have clickable actions to filter the chart and Summary Tiles at the bottom 
of the dashboard. 

a. If the class was not offered in that Year or Quarter, the Summary Tiles will show as blank. 
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*Above is an example of the dashboard filtered to the MAT082 class offering. 
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3-Year Completion Rates 

 
 

1. Filter options on the dashboard include “Gender”, “Disability”, “Veteran Benefits”, and “Low Income”. 

2. By selecting a bar from the 3-Year Completion by Cohort, the Ethnicity chart in the lower portion of the dashboard 
will filter to that specific cohort. Ctrl+click to select multiple cohorts. Deselect to clear the filter. 

a. Conversely, by selecting a bar in the Ethnicity chart, the 3-year completion bar chart will update to the 
specified Ethnic group. 
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*Above is an example of the dashboard filtered to the 13-14 cohort. 
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Program 3-Year Completions 

 
 

1. Filters on the dashboard include “Cohort Year”. 

2. The default order of the dashboard is alphabetically by program title. Use the toggle at the top of the dashboard 
to change the sort order to descending by completion rate. 
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*Above is an example of program completions sorted descending by completion rate. 
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